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Mayo Clinic has been coordinating a community-wide initiative, called
Lexical Grid (LexGrid) [1], that is aimed at developing a common termi-
nology model and programming interfaces for uniformly storing, represent-
ing, and querying ontologies and vocabularies. During our recent efforts on
representing LexGrid using W3C specifications, we have discovered some
challenges and proposed possible solutions [7, 8]. Here we want to share the
related experience with the RDF community.

1 RDF Literals and Reification

In the biomedical domain, lexical information plays very important roles.
In many cases, we have the frequent needs to represent annotations of an-
notations, (i.e., the source of a definition) or the relations between two an-
notation properties (i.e., one comment is the Chinese translation of another
comment). Figure 1 shows a sample term from an OBO [4] ontology. In this
example, we need to represent the annotation of another annotation. Line 4
in Figure 1(a) shows that the term has a definition “middle stages of repro-
ductive phase.” which comes from source “[TAIR:lr]”. Figure 1(b) shows
the RDF triple representation for it using reification. There are two poten-
tial issues, however, if we use RDF reification. First, in the original OBO
definition, it only states that the value of the definition (the literal string)
itself comes from TAIR:lr. The reification defines that the whole statement
(the term has the definition) comes from the source. Therefore the reifica-
tion changes the original semantics slightly. Secondly, using reification is
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(a)

1. [Term]

2. id: FAO:0000025

3. name: mid reproductive

4. def: ‘‘middle stages of reproductive phase.’’ [TAIR:lr]

5. synonym: ‘‘principal growth stages 6.1-6.3’’

(b)

Subject Predicate Object

1 A1 rdf:type rdf:Statement

2 A1 rdf:subject FAO:0000025

3 A1 rdf:predicate skos:definition

4 A1 rdf:object “middle stages of reproductive phase.”

5 A1 dc:source TAIR:lr

Figure 1: An Example of Property and Property Reification (fun-
gal anatomy.obo)

Figure 2: An Example from the AGROVOC ontology [2]

not the most efficient way in both the space and the performance perspec-
tives [3]. Similar problems exist in the example in Figure 2 and Table 1 too.
The translation is between the two literals, not two statements.

Currently Second-order descriptions in RDF can only be achieved via
reification. OWL2 allows annotations of annotations, but still via reification
using owl:annotatedSource, owl:annotatedProperty, and owl:annotatedTarget [5].
It will be helpful if the RDF community could consider to make lexical val-
ues first-class objects, so that we can assign them URIs. This way, we
can define annotations of annotations or relations between two annotations
without using reification.
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Subject Predicate Object

1 A1 rdf:type rdf:Statement

2 A1 rdf:subject AGROVOC:Vectors

3 A1 rdf:predicate skos:scopeNote

4 A1 rdf:object “Organisms transmitting pathogens or

parasites”

5 A1 dc:language English

6 A2 rdf:type rdf:Statement

7 A2 rdf:subject AGROVOC:Vectors

8 A2 rdf:predicate skos:scopeNote

9 A2 rdf:object “Pathogene oder Parasiten uebertragende

Organismen”

10 A2 dc:language Deutsch

11 A1 sns:translation A2

12 sns:translation rdf:subProperty LexRDF:propertyLink

Table 1: RDF Triples for the Example of PropertyLink in Figure 2

2 RDF Collections

Another suggestions we would like the make is about RDF collections. Cur-
rently, when representing a collection of items using RDF triples, we have
to use the rdf:List notation with rdf:first, rdf:rest, and rdf:nil. This notation
implies that the elements in the list has a sequence or order which is not
necessarily true. In addition, this notation makes the RDF triple represen-
tation long and hard to implement [6]. For example, Figure 2 shows the
RDF triple representation of the example in Figure 3 using the rdf:list nota-
tion. In this case, we want to show that PostivieChargedAminoAcid is the
intersection of Amino Acid and an restriction (hasCharge some positive).
The triple notation uses a collection to represent the intersection. The two
items of the intersection, however, do not have to fellow a specific order.
Instead, we want to show that these two items are the two members of the
collection (or intersection). Figure 3 shows an alternate way to represent
the collection using SKOS. We wonder if the RDF work group can adopt
the SKOS notations or propose some notations similar to SKOS:Member.

Figure 3: An Example Concept from the Amino Acid Ontology
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Subject Predicate Object

1 PositiveChargedAminoAcid rdf:type owl:Class

2 PositiveChargedAminoAcid owl:equivalentClass @ A179

3 @ A179 rdf:type owl:Class

4 @ A179 owl:intersectionOf @ A180

5 @ A180 rdf:first AminoAcid

6 @ A180 rdf:rest @ A181

7 @ A181 rdf:first @ A182

8 @ A182 rdf:type owl:Restriction

9 @ A182 owl:onProperty hasCharge

10 @ A182 owl:someValuesFrom Positive

11 @ A181 rdf:rest rdf:nil

Table 2: RDF Triples for the Example in Figure 3 Using RDF List

Subject Predicate Object

1 PositiveChargedAminoAcid rdf:type owl:Class

2 PositiveChargedAminoAcid owl:equivalentClass @ A179

3 @ A179 rdf:type owl:Class

4 @ A179 owl:intersectionOf @ A180

5 @ A180 rdf:type skos:Collection

6 @ A180 skos:Member AminoAcid

7 @ A180 skos:Member @ A182

8 @ A182 rdf:type owl:Restriction

9 @ A182 owl:onProperty hasCharge

10 @ A182 owl:someValuesFrom Positive

Table 3: RDF Triples for the Example in Figure 3 Using SKOS
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